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Abstract 

Nostalgia is defined as a yearning for the past, or a fondness for tangible or intangible possessions and 

activities linked with the past, and is experienced when individuals feel separated from an era to which they 

are attached. This research examines how marketers align this nostalgic feeling as marketing tools. The aims 

of paper is firstly, to identify the constitute of conceptual frame of Nostalgic products and define the 

conditions in which customer feels more need for nostalgic products like previous popular movie (ex. Hum 

Dono Rangin Movie), drama ( Ex. Marathi Drama), music ( remix of old songs ) etc. through analysis of 

research papers and observation. Secondly, to examine the trend of nostalgia in promotion of product, case 

study on Mera Maggie, Hum Dono Rangin Movie and McDonald’s is implemented and thirdly to identify the 

major caution need to be considered in nostalgic marketing. 

The significant of study is to help marketers to develop the new market for niche product i.e. nostalgic 

product and equipped them with systematic approach for nostalgic marketing. 
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Introduction 

Nostalgia was formulated by two Greek words i.e. "nostos" means "return home or to one's 

native land" and "algos" means "pain, suffering, or grief". Johannes Hofer, in 1688 first time 

introduced the word nostalgia in his thesis offered to Johannes Harder, a Doctor of Philosophy 

and Medicine and Professor of Anatomy and Botany at the University of Alsace. He was the first 

personality to depict nostalgia as a medical circumstance and described as "a painful yearning to 

return home" or psychological explanation for "homesickness". But in later era it was defined 

more broadly, nostalgia refers to a yearning for the past, or a fondness for tangible or intangible 

possessions and activities linked with the past, and is experienced when individuals feel 

separated from an era to which they are attached. That feeling or emotion can be associated with 

happiness or sadness. 

With the thought to be special marketers molded “nostalgia” psychological concept to marketing 

concept. As in this intense competitive market brands are struggling for appropriate brand 

management, which can be achieved only by innovation in marketing strategies. 

Even though nostalgia gained large attention of academicians, researchers and marketers but 

fewer focus was paid to nostalgia product dimension and nostalgia implemented while promotion 

of products  in  Indian market. 

The objectives of paper are 

1. To identify the constitute of conceptual frame of Nostalgic products and define the 

conditions in which customer feels more need for nostalgic products like previous 

popular movie (ex. Hum Dono Rangin Movie), drama ( Ex. Marathi Drama), music ( 

remix of old songs ) etc. through analysis of research papers and observation.  

2. To examine the trend of nostalgia in promotion of product based on case study on Mera 

Maggie, Ford and McDonald’s. 

3. To identify the major caution need to be considered in nostalgic marketing. 

 

Nostalgia To Nostalgic Marketing 

Nostalgia refers to a sentimental or bittersweet yearning for an experience from the past of individual. That 

experience is associated with some quantity of sadness in the sensation at the same time there is also happiness 
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in the sensation. For example, when experience of Indian freedom come to mind , it recall pleasure memory of 

15 th August, 1947, fight of our national Heroes (Mahatma Gandhi, Subhash Chandra Bose, Jawaharlal 

Nehru, Bhagat Singh etc) but same time some sadness regarding India –Pakistan division, struggle of 

freedom fighters, exploitation of innocents  etc. 

The experience which brings pleasure memory or emotion they are basically termed as “nostalgic”. Marketer 

tries to evoke this positive sensation inorder to develop strong brand association. Holbrook and Schindler 

(1991), and Stern (1992) conceptualized Nostalgic Marketing as a positively complex feeling, 

emotion, or mood produced by reflection on things (objects, persons, experiences, ideas) 

associated with the past. Nostalgia Marketing anticipated to establish a strong association of 

mental and emotional connections between a brand and the consumer. Nostalgia not only to help 

consumers to connect with the past but also helps to evoke self identity or self directing thoughts. 

Nostalgic aspect significant in marketing 

This pleasure feeling “nostalgic” is also categorized as Personal and Historical nostalgic on basis 

of phase in life of occurrence of event. Stern have first time identified the personal and historical 

nostalgia in marketing perspective. Historical Nostalgic is refers to association of individual to 

appearance of the past as the time before s/he born. Personal Nostalgic is concerned with actual 

experience of the past time of an individual own life i.e. after born of individual. In personal 

nostalgic, memory is connected with self and real experience whereas in case of historical 

nostalgic is due to fantasy, simulated and vicarious. 

In advertisement school days life, similar wedding ceremony photos, similar lifestyle is shown 

then we able to associate with our own experience of each individual memories i.e. personal 

nostalgia in promotion. But same time if advertisement is depicting human being before 

civilization, movies before our birth, dressing pattern (culture followed) before individual birth 

i.e. historical nostalgia. 

Nostalgia can be triggered by all the senses for examples a smell that reminds you of the your 

mother’s prepared food, a song on which you performed in danced competition in high school, 

the taste of pani puri  you used to eat outside your college, or a clip of a movie you used to watch 

in hostel.  

Nostalgic Product Dimensions 
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In marketing before approaching to product resolution it is necessary to know your target customer facts. 

Market can be segmented into various group but in nostalgic marketing more attention was drawn by baby-

boomers and senior citizens for nostalgic products. The baby-boomers consist of customers now in 

their late 30s and 40s and senior citizens refer to customers above 50s. 

Nostalgic products can be categories under : 

 Elder Products refers to the products existing in past era are continued or re-launch after 

long interval of time to evoke nostalgia feeling of past era associated with brand. 

 Tailored Products refer to the old era product, which are modified in current era to 

maintain nostalgic moment of involvement in that particular brand. 

 Novel Product refers to new product development focusing nostalgic sensation. 

 

Nostalgic Product Categories  Examples 

Elder Products Museums, Relaunch of popular old movie 

songs, Cadbury’s Wispa bar 

Tailored Products Hum Dono(Rangin) Movie, Remix albums of 

old songs, Recent photos in Black & white 

pattern, Old Drama played with new artist  

Novel Product  ZoomIn.com Photos (Create Account and all 

uploaded photos will be saved for long life and 

you can take print copies by order) 

 

Companies are focuses to Elder and Tailored Products as it more convenient and probability of 

success is more as compared to novel products. Novel product is associated with more expenses 

and high risk as nostalgia products have miniature life span and it is for niche market. For 

example 40 year old person in India will not have same experience as in China. Even in India 

itself person in Pune at age of 40 may have different moment as compared to another person of 

same age in Patna. Therefore, Nostalgic product focus to niche market consist of  small group of 

individuals who shares common experience for similar past events or place or time. 

Nostalgic in Promotion  
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Nostalgic in promotion is about embedding past sensation in marketing of any products i.e. either 

Nostalgic product like Remix albums of old songs or non nostalgic products like Ford 

automobiles. For nostalgic product other mode of promotion like advertisement, sales promotion, 

sponsored ship etc also can be adopted. 

Some real life case that just embedding nostalgic sensation in promotion altered image of 

company. 

Case I 

“Maggi had been in the country for 25 years. The kids who had grown up with maggi have now 

become young adults. We wanted to capitalize on the enormous bank of "maggi memories" out 

there. By giving them a change to have a conversation about the brand and allowing them to 

relive and refresh their fond memories, we wanted to create a better emotion bond between the 

brand and the consumers” said company representative. 

Keeping this point in view maggi launch campaign titled “Mera Maggi”. In this customers were 

requested to share their maggi stories with companies either through postal letter, mail or blogs. 

In this company focused on baby-boomers segment and this campaign helped maggi reestablish 

their brand strongly as customer were forgetting maggi in this jungles of new brand, this show 

power of nostalgic i.e. past impression. 

Case II 

McDonald’s one video advertisement says “Feed your Inner Child” which implies  escape the 

dark reality of life you are facing now and connect with your inner  innocent and cheerful child. 

This line carried individual to happiest memories of golden part of life i.e. childhood which 

evoked personal nostalgic feeling. This provided McDonald’s competitive edge over their 

competitors. 

Case III 

HUM DONO (Black and White) was released in 1961, produced by Dev Anand and Navketan 

films. The  colored version was released on 4
th

 Febraury, 2011 after 50 year (basically hisrtorical 

nostalgic product). "Just returned home from the hum dono premiere and I am deeply touched to 

see the love of my fans, I would like to thank Goldie my brother for making such a brilliant 

filmm [sic]," tweeted Dev Anand. Expense was minimal as only few software was used to 
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convert movie from black and white to colored and movie got good response by audiences. As 

this movie evoke the nostalgic of old movie in new pattern. 

Thus, Nostalgic promotion strategies helps to through evoke happiness sentiment in customer  

leads to  

 Enhance brand recall 

 Provide Competitive edge 

 Helps to recover lost brand value 

 Enhance short term profits through generate sales for elder/ modified nostalgic products. 

Caution In Nostalgic Marketing 

Without second notion Nostalgic Marketing is appealing strategy for marketers, but right thing 

should be used in accurate manner for desired result 

Case IV 

Godfrey Phillips India Ltd. (GPI Ltd.) was launched Jaisalmer Cigarette in 1992. Advertisement 

on designed on Nostalgic as a Rajput was depicted in ethic attire and camel and desert view, 

remembrance of past lifestyle. This evokes the positive feeling in customer as people liked the 

idea of ethnic lifestyle. But the brand did not sell? The reason was only one that people liked the 

past memory but they really did not desired to go back in those day and live that lifestyle. 

Here, sensation arose was not negative as customer not feel annoy, irritated, upset, sad or 

disappointed but the positive feeling evoked was not strong enough to create delight situation for 

customer which he wish to live again. So, in this case marketer evoked optimistic feeling but not 

which would have been categorized as desired feeling. Desired feeling can refers to sensation 

which can compel the customer to pay attention to product, take interest and induce the desire to 

acquire it. 

So, caution need to taken while categorizing the nostalgia i.e. negative and positive sense, which 

can be easily done. But in positive sensation also it is necessary to those special feeling, which 

leads to establish AIDA (Attention, Interest, Desire and Action). 

Discussion 

Nostalgia is identified as an essential sentiment by marketers for the reason that it makes 

customer cheerful, content and happy. Martin said “in the face of insecurity or uncertainty about 
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the future, we want nothing more than to revert to a more stable time”. Our change life style 

(very busy and fast) and unstable economic condition (recession) all these create panic, irritated  

and annoying feeling in individual, people feel down in this situation, remembrance of the 

happier moment of the past,  helps to relax and lighten up.   

It is desirable to remember of those past moment when less responsibility was on our shoulder or 

which make us pride and which person love to live again while we are not found of recalling the 

struggle and tough time of our life.   Even we try to overcome sad thought if facing in current 

situation and nostalgic memory of past help in this. So there were many benefits to nostalgia 

that’s way marketers smartly implemented it in marketing. It is observed that nostalgic product 

shown significant response in recession and company is focusing to bring nostalgia product (like 

old song albums) back and old videos of advertisement are back like Dairymilk- Kya baat hai 

jendeke me. By this marketer compel customer to travel to the past memory in which customer 

feel lost and relax and from marketer’s perspective product achieve easy sales without much 

expenses. 

Suggestions 

It is possible for nostalgia to be flop if not done in appropriate manner so while designing 

Nostalgia Marketing strategy, it is essential to focus on few areas as: 

 Target market should be well defined as nostalgia for 30 year old men in urban city will 

have different nostalgia from 30 year old men in rural area. For examples advertisement 

Dewali with small kid holding laddo in hand will have different significant for different 

religion person as this nostalgia is only for particular community. 

 Then identifying and deciding on the sense best for nostalgic product and nostalgia 

promotion for that particular segment targeted. 

 While sensation selection it should evoke desire feeling for customer, they should cherish 

and desired to live that past phase of life again and for company it should guide to 

sentiments which leads to brand recall, enhance brand equity, offer competitive 

advantage and improve sales. 

 Nostalgic products mostly does not to carry long-term growth, it mostly associated with 

short-term growth or benefits. 
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Conclusion 

The nostalgia is considered a vital by marketers because it makes customer happy by making 

them remembers of past experience. In this fast life where days are full of tensions, nostalgia 

bring moment of cheerfulness and this helps organization to gain competitive advantage, high 

brand remind and enhance profit. Before designing nostalgia products or nostalgia promotion it 

essential to segment the market as definition of nostalgia will be different for 20 year olds group 

as compare to 40 year olds group. Nostalgia must evoke those sensation with which customer 

feels comfortable, cheerful and calm that means desirable emotion.  Without doubt nostalgia is 

win-win strategy for marketer but if they fails in arising preferred consciousness then nostalgia 

have adverse impact i.e. decrease sales, reduce brand equity and brand get lost in bundle of 

flowers. Nostalgia Marketing is lamp light in hand of marketers but it should be handle with 

care. 

Future study can be done to throw light on potential and life cycle of nostalgia product and its 

pricing strategies. 
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